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All Supervisory SS/SM of PGT division. 
 

Sub: Inter Railway /Divisional Oneway Transfer of Pointsman & Shunting Master  
        Registration of requests- reg. 
 

Ref: PCPO/MAS Lt.No. P(Co-ord) misc/2023 Dt. 10.02.2023 
 

    ******************************  
It is informed that as on date there are no registrations for Inter Railway/ 

Divisional one way transfer in the cadres of Pointsman& Shunting Master  that have 

been received in this office through proper channel. 
 

Thus it is proposed to initiate the registrations for Inter Railway/ Divisional 

transfer in recruitment grade to different Railway/Division in the above Cadres of 

Operating Department, as one-time measure in the following manner. 
 

The employees, who satisfy the service conditions required for such transfer as 

per extant rules and wish to submit application, should submit the same to their 

immediate Supervisor within 15 days from 17.02.2023 to 03.03.2023. 
 
 

The Supervisors may collect all the IRT/IDT applications from the employees and 

submit it to the Branch Officer (i.e.,Sr.DOM/PGT) in one bunch on or before 10.03.2023 

(Friday). Branch Officer may forward the IRT/IDT applications received from the 

Supervisors to Personnel Department for further processing on 17.03.2023 without fail. 
 

It is reiterated that no direct request submitted to Personnel branch will be 

accepted in the in-between period i.e., between 17.02.2023 to 03.03.2023. Also no 

request before or after the prescribed dates will be accepted i.e., request should be 

dated only between 17.02.2023 to 03.03.2023. The onus is on the Supervisor to ensure 

compliance of forwarding the application. 
 



The above process will strictly be one-time exercise considering the interest of 

large number of employees for transfer and also to bring parity among the employees 

spread across the Division. After this one-time exercise, the registration of requests 

shall be processed based on extant rules i.e., only after 17.03.2023 the eligible 

employees can register whose seniority shall be governed based on date of registration. 
 

As per the practice in vogue, the applications received in Personnel department 

on the same date will be arranged based on the seniority in their respective grades and 

registered accordingly. 

 

This one-time exercise is undertaken under the following conditions: 

1. Merely registering for the transfer will not imply that the applications shall also 

be forwarded, which will be subject to the approval of the competent authority. 

2. Forwarding of the requests and their subsequent relieving on receipt of NOC 

will be subject to the administrative requirements as per the orders of 

competent authority only.  

3. It is re-iterated that this is only a one-time process undertaken due to 

exigencies by also considering the representation of the employees. This 

shall neither be taken as precedence for future cases nor be claimed as a 

course of action to be followed after 17.03.2023.  
 

This may be noted and notified to all concerned. 

This has the approval of competent Authority. 

         (लाव याबी  / Lavanya.B) 

मंका ध/पघट Divisional Personnel Officer/PGT 

       कृतेमंडलका मकअ धकार /सम वय/पघट 

      for. Divisional Personnel Officer/Co-Ord/PGT 
 

Copy to: PCPO/MAS 

 PS to DRM for kind information of DRM,  
           PS to ADRM for kind information of ADRM 
 Sr.DOM/PGT, Ch.OS/OPTG,TI/HQ/PGT, CHC/PGT 

DS/SRMU/PGT, DS/AISCSREA/PGT & DS/AIOBCREA/PGT 

Employee 

17.02.23 
 
03.03.23 

Immediate 
Supervisor 

04.03.23 
 
10.03.23 

Branch  
Officer 

    10.03.23      
to 16.03.23 

 Personnel 
Dept  
17.03.23 
onwards 
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